CLASSES & EVENTS ESPECIALLY FOR AGES 50 & BETTER!
WHAT OUR MEMBERS SAY

“ I feel such gratitude from my years with Osher. Courses are excellent and it is a gift to be the recipient of Osher instructors’ long experience in their fields. I am so grateful to have had the experience of being an Osher member! — P.H. 

“ This is a powerful way to explore options and ideas for making the most of retirement and later life experiences. — M.C. 

“ I love how this wonderful organization continues to provide important life-enhancing opportunities to my age group...where else to you hear that trademark phrase, “age 50 and better” in our world today?! — J.M. 
WHAT IS OSHER?

Founders Bernard and Barbro Osher wisely designed Osher Lifelong Learning Institutes to be member-driven and member-led. They endowed 125 such programs in all 50 states. Designed for adult learners ages 50 and better, these programs operate in conjunction with universities and colleges to offer non-credit courses, simply for the joy of learning.

Mr. and Mrs. Osher, now in their 90s, are investment bankers, business people, and philanthropists in San Francisco. Barbro is Swedish and she grew up with this kind of educational program commonly being offered for older adults in Europe. Bernard took a class at a “Senior University” in his home state of Maine when he was in his 50s and quickly became hooked on the idea of continuing education classes for mature adults.
A LIFE-ENHANCING, INTELLECTUAL COMMUNITY

At the University of Utah, we enjoy one of the largest and fastest-growing Osher Institutes in the country. Osher changes lives every day by offering more than continuing education courses by supporting a community of curious adults who value education highly.

We are a community of peers, seasoned adults who bring a wealth of life experience and knowledge to the classroom and to this special program. We offer courses, lecture series, tours, and educational field trips during four terms each year, six weeks in fall, winter, spring, and summer. We serve individuals as far north as Logan, as far south as Lehi, as young as 50 and as old as 99. Scholarships are available by request.

NURTURING RELATIONSHIPS AND CURIOSITY

Osher is built on special relationships. We support passionate instructors who give their time and expertise, sharing what they care about most. We gather curious class members who ask illuminating questions and stimulate each other’s curiosity. We benefit from the skills of dedicated volunteers who recruit instructors, create engaging activities for their fellow members, and help spread the word about this life-changing program. Sharing our joy of learning with each other creates a magical and symbiotic win/win/win for everyone.

BUILD A NETWORK OF FRIENDS

If you are looking for a chance to become more actively engaged and involved in a vibrant intellectual community, Osher has an opportunity
for you. From simply taking classes or volunteering as an assistant, to serving on an esteemed committee, or even teaching a course yourself to share your wisdom, there are many ways to meet new friends and make a difference.

We need people like you to make Osher an even greater success. The program becomes stronger with each new member!

**MORE INFORMATION**

Please call or email the Osher offices to find out more about our wonderful program and the benefits of membership:

**SCAN ME**

540 Arapeen Drive #210
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
801-585-5442
osher@utah.edu